The Schine
Theater
Building
CCAC-Schine Mission

Call To Action

The CCAC–SCHINE mission is
to safeguard, restore and
promote the Auburn Schine
Theater Building in Auburn,
New York, one of the few
surviving Schine atmospheric
theaters;
considered
a
“jewel” in the famous Louis
and Myer Schine Empire of
cinemas.

For more information contact:

Partner For
Success

Cayuga County Arts Council
163 North Street
Auburn, NY 13021
315.255.3074
office@cayugacountyartscouncil.com
www.cayugacountyartscouncil.com

Help Us
Save the Schine

The Schine Theater Building Call To Action
Phase Two Plans
Our Phase Two plans for the Schine
Building include renovating the outer
and inner lobbies making them
able to be actively used by artists
and arts organizations.
We need help to do this. Help us by
adopting one of the many items in
need of repair. Adopt it by paying
for or finding someone to pay for all
or part of the need

Adopt one of these Needs
LOBBY ELECTRICAL UPGRADE

$10000

LOBBY HEAT AND DUCTWORK

$22000

HANDICAP BATHROOM

$18500

REMOVE FALSE WALL

$ 5000

WALLS AND PLASTER

$89500

FLOOR PREP AND COVERING

$27500

PAINTING

$10000

WEATHERPROOF BOOTH

$ 5000

SEAL OFF AUDITORIUM

$16800

AIR EXCHANGER

$22600

CONTRACTOR COSTS

$33100

ARCHITECT COSTS

$25000

PAINT EXTERIOR

$18000

TOTAL PROJECT COST $295,000

Help Us

Save the Schine

“Because it's not only that a child is inseparable from the family in which he lives, but
that the lives of families are determined by
the community in which they live and the
cultural tradition from which they come.“
Bernice Weissbourd

Are Movie Palaces Important?
Sadly, too few landmark theaters still
stand. Many have been chopped up
into multiplexes or stripped of much
of their ornamentation. A few are in
danger of being demolished by those
oblivious to the architectural and
historical treasure a John Eberson
house represents.
He called these movie palaces ..."the
most palatial homes of princes and
crowned kings for and on behalf of his
excellency--the American Citizen." He
was speaking a language perfected by
advertisers, retailers, government
officials, religious leaders, and heads
of industry during the fifty+ years
prior. Movie palaces demonstrate the
anxieties, exhilarations and pitfalls of
our culture. They sit as metaphors for
the 'American Way,' perfect and
purely majestic ...
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